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Best Practices for Entering Premium into Agency Integrator 
This document explains best practices for entering premium information into Agency Integrator.  The 

Premium Tab on an Application record in Agency Integrator is where you track all the various premium 

and customer payment options for accurate reporting and forecasting.  Each field on the screen has 

specific functionality and reporting implications, so it’s important to use the fields as they are intended.   

By utilizing these best practices, you can ensure that your production reporting will be the most accurate.  

Additionally, for users of InsureSight, iPipeline’s business intelligence platform, proper premium tracking 

will ensure accurate comparisons with other BGAs and Distributors.   

You may also wish to consult the Agency Integrator user guide on the iPipeline Customer Portal for more 

information: https://www.customerportal.ipipeline.com/knowledgebase/agency-integrator-application-

module/#Premium_Detail  

 

https://www.customerportal.ipipeline.com/knowledgebase/agency-integrator-application-module/#Premium_Detail
https://www.customerportal.ipipeline.com/knowledgebase/agency-integrator-application-module/#Premium_Detail
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The Premium Tab 

 

The Premium Tab is broken up into five sections: 

1. Premium: This is where you should be storing the actual premiums being paid by the client.  There 

are different fields for various premium buckets, which will be explained in a separate section.  

You may choose to utilize the premium calculator which will use iPipeline’s database of 

commissionable and non-commissionable policy fees and also modal factors, to determine how 

much of the first-year premium is commissionable.   

2. Est. Annualized Comm. Premium: This is where you can calculate how much of the premium 

being paid is commissionable in the first policy year.  The different fields will be explained in a 

separate section.  If you are utilizing the premium calculator in Agency Integrator, those calculated 

commissionable amounts will appear in this section. 

3. Policy Fees: This is where you can indicate if a policy fee exists and whether it is waived or 

commissionable.  If you are utilizing the premium calculator, this information can be filled in for 

you, if applicable.  

4. Class/Substandard Info:  This is where you can store the proposed insured’s underwriting class 

and payment method, and whether there are any flat extras or table ratings. 

5. Cash With App: This is where you can store whether cash was submitted with an insurance 

application and whether or not it has been refunded due to the expiration of a temporary 

insurance agreement.  

This document will only detail the Premium and Est. Annualized Comm. Premium sections as they relate 

to tracking premium for optimal reporting and analytics.   
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Premium 
This section is intended to reflect the actual premium 

outlay being paid by the client.   

• Mode: The frequency of payment.  May be 

Monthly, Quarterly, Semi-Annual, Annual, or 

Single Premium 

• Planned Modal Premium: This is the amount 

that the client is paying according to the 

frequency of the mode 

• Annual Premium (CALCULATED): If you have 

the Premium Calculator turned on, then 

annual premium is calculated for you.  In a 

term case, the annual premium will be the 

modal premium divided by the modal factor.  

For a permanent life insurance plan, the 

annual premium will be the modal premium 

multiplied by the frequency (i.e. 12 times for 

monthly, 4 for quarterly, 2 for semi-annual, 1 for annual).   

• 1035 Exchange: The amount of 1035 exchange funds being transferred into the policy for life 

insurance purposes 

• Dump-in Lump Sum: The amount of money being ‘dumped’ into the policy in the first policy year.  

This would be additional premiums over the amount being paid into the policy via the modal 

premium 

• Qualified Rollover: This field makes the most sense for annuity contracts which involve a rollover 

of qualified funds 

• Qualified Transfer: This field makes the most sense for annuity contracts which involve a transfer 

of qualified funds 

• Non-Qualified Transfer: This field makes the most sense for annuity contracts which involve a 

transfer of non-qualified funds 

• Target Premium (IMPORTANT): For some agencies, Target Premium is synonymous with 

commissionable premium.  In order to get most out of reporting in Agency Integrator, we 

recommend using the Base Premium field for tracking commissionable premium.  Target 

Premium should ONLY be used to track what the target is for permanent life insurance cases.  The 

target signifies the amount of premium that the insurance carrier will commission at the full first-

year rate.  Any monies paid above target will be considered excess 

o How Target Works in Calculations: If you are utilizing the premium calculator for 

Universal Life cases, the system will use the annual premium, 1035 exchange premium, 

and Target Premium to determine how much first-year premium is commissioned as Base 

Premium, and how much is commissioned as Excess Premium.  Please see the examples 

section in this document for details. 

• Special Rider: If there are any premiums that are allocated as rider premiums, they may be 

tracked here, but are usually incorporated into the annual premium.   
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• Special Fees: If there are any premiums that are allocated as special fees, they may be tracked 

here, but are usually incorporated into the annual premium.   

• One Time Fees: If there are any premiums that are allocated as one-time fees, they may be 

tracked here, but are usually incorporated into the annual premium.   

 

Estimated Annualized Commissionable Premium 
• Base Premium: The premium amount which 

will be commissioned at the base or 

traditional commission rate.  In the case of 

term products, it is the annualized premium 

minus any non-commissionable policy fees.  

For a UL product, it is the amount of target 

premium fulfilled in the first policy year. 

• Excess Premium: The premium amount which 

will be commissioned at the excess rate.  It is 

typically used in UL products to signify the 

premium amount paid in the first policy year above the commissionable target premium. 

If there are additional premium amounts which are not commissioned at the base and excess rates, they 

can be captured in the following fields: Special Rider, Policy Fees, Special Fees, One-time Fees.  The 

commission module will allow you to assign specific commission rates to these premium buckets.   
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Premium Calculator 
iPipeline recommends that agencies use the built-in Premium Calculator which will facilitate the accurate 

reporting of premium.  The premium calculator works for Term Life and Universal Life plan types.   

 

Premium Calculator Examples 
Each of these examples shows how the premium calculator works in Agency Integrator.  If your agency 

doesn’t have the term calculator turned on, you can complete these calculations manually.   

 

Scenario #1: Term Insurance  
For term insurance, all you need to input 

is the Mode and Modal Premium on a 

case, and the calculator will determine the 

annual premium.  Because of iPipeline’s 

vast database of product information, the 

policy fees and modal factors are filled in 

automatically.  

Behind the scenes, the calculator uses the 

modal factor, policy fee, and mode of 

payment to derive a modal 

commissionable premium.  That premium, 

which isn’t displayed, is then multiplied by the frequency of payment to determine the Base Premium.  

Here are the calculations used to determine base premium on a modal basis: 

• Monthly Modal Premium $150 / Modal Factor 0.086  =  $1,744.19 Annual Premium 

• Policy Fee $60 * Modal Factor 0.086 = $5.14 per month modalized policy fee 

• $150 monthly premium - $5.14 modal policy fee = $144.84 commissionable monthly premium 

• $144.84 * 12 months = $1738.08 Annualized Base Premium 

If a term policy is being paid annually, the 

base premium is simply the annual 

premium less the policy fee, if it is non-

commissionable.If a policy fee is 

commissionable, then the Base Premium 

equals the Modal Premium times the 

frequency of payment.   
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Scenario #2: Universal Life Insurance with 1035 Exchange 
For Universal Life insurance, the premium calculator requires the Mode, Modal Premium, 1035 Exchange 

or Dump-in (if applicable), and the Target Premium.  The calculator will derive the Annual Premium, the 

Base Premium, and Excess Premium from those values. There are no policy fees or modal factors for 

Universal Life.    

In this example, the commissionable Target premium is less than the total first-year premium.  Thus, the 

calculator calculated an Excess Premium. 

• Modal Premium $1,000 * 12 months = $12,000 Annual Premium 

• $12,000 Annual Premium + $10,000 1035 Exchange = $22,000 First Year Premium 

• $22,000 First Year Premium -- $10,000 Target Premium = $12,000 Excess Premium 

• $10,000 = Base Premium 

 

Scenario #3: Universal Life with Underfunded Target Premium 
If a client doesn’t pay enough into a policy to 

match the Target Premium, the Base 

Premium will only reflect the amount of 

premium paid in the first policy year.   

In this example the Target Premium is 

$3,000, but the client is only paying in a total 

of $2,000 ($500 quarterly premium).  In this 

scenario, the Base Premium equals the 

amount the client is paying annually, $2,000. 

 

Scenario #4 Universal Life with Overfunded Target Premium 
If a client pays more annual premium than 

the target, then the system will allocate the 

full Target Premium as Base Premium.  The 

remaining will be calculated as Excess 

Premium. In this example, the Target 

Premium if $5,000, but the client is paying 

$6,000 in the first policy year.  Thus, the Base 

Premium is $5,000, and the Excess Premium 

is $1,000.   
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Annuity Premium Best Practices 
Agency Integrator users can use the same premium fields to track Annuity premium.  The tracking method 

will change, depending on whether an annuity is issued as a single premium deferred or immediate 

contract versus a flexible premium contract which may have additional subsequent premiums. 

The Premium column of fields are used to portray the outlay of different sets of deposits, whether they 

are Cash deposits, 1035 exchanges, or Qualified Transfers.  Sometimes you may only have an Initial 

Premium, other times, you may only have Exchanges or Transfers. 

Unlike life products, there is no calculator for annuity contracts in Agency Integrator.  All premiums must 

be entered in manually.   

Base Premium on Annuity Contracts 
Base Premium for annuities helps agencies track how much commissionable annuity premium is 

attributed to a contract.  For a single premium annuity, it may be the total amount deposited from all 

sources when the contract is issued.  For a flexible premium annuity, the base premium may need to be 

updated if additional deposits are added to the contract.  We will demonstrate each of those scenarios in 

the sections below. 

Single Premium Immediate and Deferred Annuities 
Singled Premium Immediate and Deferred annuities are issued with a single deposit, 1035 exchange, 

transfer, or combination of funds.   These types of contracts do not allow the annuitant to make additional 

payments into the contract beyond the initial deposit, transfer, or exchange.  And, like all annuities, an 

annuitant cannot mix non-tax qualified and tax-qualified funds in the same contract.  Below are examples 

of a cash-only deposit, a cash/check + non-qualified 1035 exchange, a cash/check + qualified transfer, and 

a 1035 exchange only.   

Scenario 1: Cash only 

• The Annuitant has $100,000 to invest into a Single Premium annuity 

o The Mode should be set to Single Premium 

o The Modal Premium should be set to $100,000 

o The Base Premium should be set to $100,000 
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Scenario 2: Cash plus 1035 Exchange 

• The Annuitant has $100,000 of after-tax dollars to invest in an annuity 

• They also want to enact a 1035 exchange of $50,000 from one ceding carrier, and $53,000 from 

another ceding carrier 

o The Mode should be set to Single Premium 

o The Modal Premium should be set to $100,000 

o The 1035 Exchange field should reflect the combination of both 1035 exchanges as 

$103,000 

o The Base Premium is $203,000  

 

 

Scenario 3: Cash plus Qualified Transfer 

• The annuitant is opening a new IRA account and has $5,000 of pre-tax dollars to invest in a single 

premium deferred annuity 

• They are also transferring money from an existing IRA annuity worth $50,000 

o The Mode should be set to Single Premium 

o The Modal Premium should be set to $5,000 

o The Qualified Transfer field should reflect the $50,000 transfer 

o The Base Premium is $55,000 
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Scenario 4: 1035 Exchange Only 

• The annuitant is initiating a 1035 exchange from one carrier to another, worth $100,000.   They 

will not be depositing any additional funds other than the 1035 exchange.   

o The Mode should be set to Single Premium 

o The Modal Premium should be left blank, or $0 

o The 1035 Exchange field should reflect $100,000, or the amount of the exchange 

o The Base Premium is $100,000 

 

 

Flexible Premium Annuities 
Many annuity contracts allow an annuitant to deposit additional funds into an annuity either 

periodically or whenever the client wishes.  Because a BGA/FMO may not know about these additional 

deposits until they are commissioned, this can sometimes pose complications on how to reflect the 

additional premium in Agency Integrator.  The following recommendations are based on best practices 

from several annuity organizations which iPipeline surveyed.  Because there are limitless scenarios when 

it comes to how flexible premium annuities can be funded, please use these examples as inspiration for 

how to best track flexible premium in your organization. 

Scenario 1: Planned Periodic Flexible Premiums with no Initial Deposit  

• The annuitant is depositing $1,000 per month into a Flexible Premium Annuity.   

o The Mode should be set to Monthly 

o The Modal Premium should be set as $1,000 

o The Annual Premium should be set to $12,000 

o The Base Premium should be set to $12,000 
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Scenario 2: Planned Periodic Flexible Premiums with an Initial Deposit 

• The annuitant is depositing $10,000 into a Flexible Premium Annuity 

o Depending on the nature of this deposit (Lump Sum/1035 Exchange/Transfer), put the 

amount of the deposit in either the 1035 Exchange, Dump-In/Lump Sum, Qualified 

Rollover, Qualified Transfer, or Non-qualified transfer field.  The example below is utilizing 

the Qualified Rollover field. 

• The annuitant is contributing $1,000 per month into the annuity 

o The Mode should be set to Monthly 

o The Modal Premium should be set as $1,000 

o The Annual Premium should be set to $12,000 

o The Base Premium should be set to $22,000, because this is the total anticipated first year 

commissionable deposit amount. 

 

Updating the Base Premium with Additional First-Year Deposits 

• The annuity is issued with an initial Base Premium of $100,000.  This can be from a combination 

of exchanges, lump sum, or transfer premiums.   
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• The annuitant deposits $50,000 into the annuity during the first year 

o Update the premium screen to include the new deposit, with a note explaining the 

additional deposit(s) 

o Screenshot 1 shows how the screen looks before the additional deposit 

o Screenshot 2 shows how the screen looks after the additional deposit 

Screenshot 1: Single Premium Initial Deposit 

 

Screenshot 2: Additional 1st Year Deposit, with Notes 
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Tracking Deposits in the Annuity Payments Tab 
Another way to populate payments on Annuity Payments tab is to post an MGA Payment for an annuity 

case in the Commissions module.  The value in the Commissionable Premium field on that payment will 

auto-generate an entry on the Annuity Payments tab once the batch is Posted. 

In the example below, a payment of $1,000.00 would be automatically added to the Application once the 

batch is Posted: 

 

After posting the batch, open the case and return to the Annuity Payments tab.  The payment has been 

added with a Payment Type of Additional Premium.  The Notes column indicates that the payment was 

auto-generated by a Commission batch, and displays the Batch ID number: 

 
 

If you wish for the total first year annuity deposits to match between the Annuity Payments and Annuity 

Premium Detail screen, you must update the Base Premium manually as a feature to automatically update 

this information doesn’t exist within Agency Integrator. 

 

Base Premium Calculation in InsureSight 
Where possible, InsureSight will use the exact values as entered (or calculated) in Agency Integrator for 

charts, graphs, and visualizations.  There is one exception to this rule.  If your agency is leaving the Base 

Premium field blank in Agency Integrator, there are a few solve routines which InsureSight will employ in 

order to make sure the Base Premium is populated in InsureSight.  Because this field signifies annualized 

commissionable revenue, it is paramount for helping agency leaders have the visibility to forecast and 

report on agency performance. 
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Life Base Premium Calculation: 
• If the policy is a Term policy, then the Base Premium will be calculated differently, depending on 

if the policy fee is commissionable: 

o Commissionable Policy Fee: 

▪ Base premium equals the annualized premium (i.e. modal premium times the 

payment frequency: 1 for annual, 2 for semi, 4 for quarterly, 12 for monthly) 

o Non-commissionable Policy Fee: 

▪ Annual Premium minus the Policy Fee 

▪ Then, multiply by the modal factor 

▪ Then, multiply by the payment frequency (1 for annual, 2 for semi, 4 for quarterly, 

12 for monthly) 

▪ The result is the calculated Base Premium 

▪ If the annual premium is unknown, the calculator will derive the annual premium 

using one of the following: 

• Modal Premium divided by the Modal Factor 

• If no modal factor is available, we will multiply the modal premium times 

the payment frequency 

• If the policy is a Permanent policy, we have to determine if the target premium is greater than or 

less than the sum of the first year premium (including annual premium, dump ins, and 1035 

exchanges).   

o If the Target Premium is less than the sum of: 

▪ Annual Premium, 1035 Exchange, and Dump-in Premium 

▪ Then, the value for Target Premium will be the resulting Base Premium 

▪ Any dollars paid first year above the Target is classified as Excess Premium in 

Agency Integrator 

o If the Target Premium is more than the sum of: 

▪ Annual Premium, 1035 Exchange, and Dump-in Premium 

▪ Then the value of Annual/1035/Dump-in will be the resulting Base Premium 

o If the Mode (Payment Frequency) is Single Premium, the calculations are a bit different: 

▪ We will not take the Annual premium into account, because it does not apply to 

single premium payments 

▪ We will use the same target premium formulas above, basing the total amount 

of first year premium on the total of Modal Premium, 1035 Premium, and Dump-

in/Lump Sum money and calculate the Target/Excess from the totals of those 

fields. 

▪ It’s important not to double count premium, so please do not duplicate any single 

premium payments by adding them to both the Modal Premium and Dump-in 

premium fields.   

LTC, DI, and Other Products Base Premium Calculation 
• Linked Benefit/Hybrid LTC+UL products use the Life calculations above 

• If the policy is a plan type other than Term or Permanent (i.e. LTC, DI, etc.), we will use the Annual 

Premium value as the Base Premium 
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• Finally, if the previous methods do not work, we take the value in Modal Premium and multiply it 

by the payment frequency (1 for annual, 2 for semi, 4 for quarterly, 12 for monthly) 

Annuity Base Premium Calculation 
• Agency Integrator does not use a calculator to populate the Base Premium field for annuities, so 

this is up to your agency to fill in the Base Premium field—see the Annuity Premium Best Practices 

section. 

• Absent of your agency populating Base Premium, we will use the following logic if Base Premium 

is left blank: 

o Multiply the Modal Annuity Premium * Mode (payment frequency) to derive an 

annualized premium 

o Add any Qualified Transfers, Qualified Rollovers, and 1035 Exchange premium 

▪ Be sure not to duplicate premiums by adding them to Transfers and Rollovers, 

you’ll want to pick just one 

o The total amount will help us derive the Base Premium for Annuities 

o If all other fields are blank, except for Annual Premium, we will use the Annual Premium 

value for Base Premium 


